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News

Many of Europe’s youth are
struggling to make ends meet
with their jobless numbers
reaching record heights such
as over 50% in some countries,
according to a new study from
credit management company
Intrum Justitia. Three out of ten
young Europeans say that they
do not have enough money for
a dignified existence. Worst off
is the situation in South Europe
where the money management
problem is most articulated by
younger Europeans. As many as
two out of three young people
in Greece (66%) and Portugal
(62%) say they are often broke. A
great many young people around
Europe have little confidence
in their financial wellbeing,
while only one in five in the 15
to 24 age group believe that
their particular age group can
manage their money successfully.
Three out of ten young people
across Europe also say they need
improved education in how to
handle their home economics,
the research showed. As a result,
many young people in Europe,
especially in the south, say they
are actively considering moving
to another country due to the
financial straits

DCA and its partners
supported Children’s
Villages again

F

or a second consecutive year Debt Collection Agency Ltd (DCA) and its
business partners made a donation in support of more than 700 children
living in SOS Children’s Villages Bulgaria. Traditionally, DCA invited all
business partners to the company’s Christmas party in December and donated
money per each guest present at the party. The event took place in Esterhazi
bar and was attended by over 100 guests from 30 different companies in three
sectors – financial, utility and telecom. Therefore the donation to SOS Children’s
Villages was double than last year’s.
The executive director of the charity organization was also presented at the party
and personally expressed his gratitude for the donation. “SOS Children’s Villages
is a book that is still being written. This evening we are writing a new page
and making a step into the future with it. In Debt Collection Agency we found
a friend, who supports us for a second consecutive year. Our goal is to expand
this circle of friends. If SOS Children’s Villages is a mother to the children , in
the face of business we search for her partner, because in order to be stable, one
family needs a father. What unites us all is the fact that we all were children.
Become our friends and promote our cause. Together we can improve the lives
of children and young people, who don’t have the chance to be raised by their
parents”, Plamen Stoyanov said to the guests at the event. He was accompanied
by Stilyana Petrova, one of the first children in the founded in 1993 village in
Triavna. “Let me express my gratitude to DCA for the chance they provide for a
lot of children to be happy” Stilyana remarked.
The party went on with pleasant mood, nice live music and exquisite catering.
Guests were greeted personally by one of DCA’s General Managers Nina Stancheva
with wishes for health and success in 2015.

 The questors of KTB report
cessions and offsets
for almost 1 billion BGN
In the last days before KTB’s
license was revoked on the 6th
of November, large amounts of
notifications for cessions and
offsets have been received,
showed the bank’s report at
the end of 2014. Most of them
were accounted for by questors
and thus KTB’s credit portfolio
decreased with 50 %. Questors
declared 112 of the claims for
unsubstantiated and 6 are still
being handled, all the rest were
approved. Consequently the
bank’s assets declined with 724
million BGN to 1.86 billion BGN.
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„Choose
your partner
wisely”

 Expensive energy
causes financial problems
in Europe

Martin Despov,
General Manager
at Debt Collection
Agency Ltd,
discusses the
sector trends and
the criteria for
choosing a reliable
collection partner

Martin Despov is General Manager of Debt Collection Agency Ltd (DCA), since
the company was founded in October 2010. He has long-standing experience in
debt collection.
According to a large scale survey Bulgarians are among the most inconstant
payers in Europe, along with Romanians. Is the demand for collection agencies
growing?
Defiantly, yes. More and more companies realize the benefits from collection
agencies, particularly selling their uncollectable debt, which provides them with
immediate funds. Last year DCA acquired portfolios with defaulted loans for more
than 45 million BGN, which is 125 % increase compared to 2013. This indicates the
high demand for collection services.
From which sectors are the companies demanding collection services?
Our traditional clients are banks and non-banking financial institutions. Telecoms
are also very active in selling debts. Last year we started partnership with one of
the big companies on the mobile services market. Also interests in our services show
utility providers.

SOS Children's Villages representatives Stilyana Petrova and Plamen Stoyanov thanked DCA and
its partners

The market has a significant number of collection agencies. How can companies
in need of collection services pick the correct partner?
The choice should be made carefully and after detailed research. When we
talk about a company, specialized in debt purchasing , it should be registered as a
financial institution by BNB (Bulgarian national bank), and should be a personal
data administrator under the Personal Data Protection Act. This guarantees that the
company is legal, the origin of its capital is apparent and processes the borrower’s
personal data according to the law. Among the essential criteria for the selection are
reputation, practices when it comes to collaboration with debtors, experience and
knowledge of the market. Participation in branch organization is also a precondition
for reliability. Important is the transferee to be financially stable.

News

 Three out of ten
young Europeans
lack money

High energy prices are the main
cause for the financial problems of
European households, according to
a research of 21 000 respondents
from 21 countries, conducted by the
credit management company Intrum
Justitia. The expensive energy and
electricity are being pointed as the
main reasons for the financial turmoil
by 76% of the consumers. The other
main factors were high petrol prices
(75% as the study was made before
the steep fall of oil prices), essential
products (66%), mortgages, rents
(64%) and health care (61%). It
turned out that divorces also cause
financial stress in the family (52%).
A lot of South Europeans consider
moving to another country due
to the difficult financial situation
in their own country. Particularly
citizens from Portugal (29%), Italy
(27%) and Greece (38%). French,
Germans and Norwegians feel much
more comfortable home and are not
enthusiastic about moving to another
country.

 Thousands Bulgarian
households suffer losses due to
the rise of Swiss franc (CHF)
Thousands households in Bulgaria
suffer losses due to the sudden and
steep increase of the Swiss franc
(CHF) in January, when the Central
bank of Switzerland withdrew from
the so called “limit of tolerance”
to the exchange rate EUR/CHF at
1.2000 CHF. With the decision of
the bank, the franc went up with
20 % to the euro, which increased
installments to mortgage loans
denominated in Swiss francs (CHF)
for couple of thousands borrowers in
Bulgaria. Their mortgages are already
30 % more expensive, due to the
economic crisis from the last couple
of years, when the frank went up
constantly. With recent actions of the
Swiss central bank, installments rose
further. Economists raise concern that
inevitably this will bring difficulties
and will make mortgages more
expensive to borrowers with loans in
Swiss francs (CHF).
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TELENOR –
FACTS AND
FIGURES
our best choice for partnership in
collecting receivables because the
small debt can grow into large one
in court”, outlined Borislav Borisov,
Head of Revenue division at Telenor,
one of the leading telecommunication
companies in Bulgaria, acquired by
the Norwegian company in 2013 for
717 million euros.

Telenor started a large-scale network renovation. At the end of 2014, almost 80% of the network was swapped.

Mobile network
To recover a large number of small outstanding debts,
Telenor Bulgaria uses the services of six debt collection companies

T

o recover a large number of small-scale receivables is
not an easy task in Bulgaria. Consumers tend to overdue
their small payments because they think nobody will
claim them, or even less likely to act in court order. The
telecom industry faces this challenge every day. Constant
promotional bids and the opportunity to move to other mobile
provider easily results in an increasing number of payment
defaults. If we add the hostile attitude from debtors, the
tough competition in the telecom industry and the new, more
stringent regulations on the market, transforming revenue into
actual cash is a difficult task.

The telecom’ debtors worsening payment culture is outlined by
the latest survey of the Association of the Collection Agencies
in Bulgaria (ACABG). Paying mobile services tends to be low on
the list of households’ priorities, and at the same time telecom
companies are collection agencies’ largest client with 45 % of
the total assigned debt. Virtually, collection agencies’ work is
a crucial factor for successful receivables management. “The
reason for this lies behind the specifics in our business and
the fact that we provide services to large number of clients,
whose average debts are several times smaller than the ones
they owe to financial institutions. Collection agencies are

Financial Results for Telenor
Oct-Dec 2013

Oct-Dec 2014

Change

2013

2014

Change

Revenue

165,4

167,6

1,3%

661,9

637,6

-3,7%

EBITDA

48,7

57,6

18,3%

224,8

243,8

8,5%

29,4%

34,4%

5 p.p.

34,0%

38,2%

4,2 p.p.

Indicator (in mln. levs)

EBITDA margin
Source: http://www.telenor.bg
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 One of the leading
telecommunication
companies
in Bulgaria
 part of the Telenor Group,
operating in
13 countries
in Europe and Asia
 Business: mobile, fixed
and data services
 Employees: 2400
 Subscribers: 3 900 000

gives his best to deliver the optimal
result. “When we outsource debts to
external collection companies, we
do not write them off or consider
them non-performing. This is proved
by the high collection performance
of companies we work with”, said
Borislav Borisov.

Telenor Bulgaria adheres to its own
work approach in collecting debts.
“The Bulgarian model is very specific
and some of the best EU business
practices cannot be applied here”,
according to Telenor’s financial experts. Still, the office of the
company in Sofia takes advantage of the expert knowledge
of their Norwegian colleagues, especially on how to prevent
clients becoming actual debtors. “We established a model that
identifies such subscribers. Our goal is to determine what
lies behind their financial difficulties and to offer them an
appropriate solution. Sometimes, we are ready to postpone
their payments in order to keep them as our clients”, Borislav
Borisov highlights.

One of the main risks of depending
on external companies’ services for
debt collection is the possibility of
reputation suffers for the outsourcing
company and crisis in the relationship
with clients. However, Telenor sets high
and stringent quality standards in terms of responsible business
practices, hedging itself against reputation risk. Furthermore, the
company sees a positive change in this direction. “In the last
year we saw a decrease in the number of customers’ complaints
on how we handle our overdue debts. In many cases we are
informed about problems in this regard by the debt collection
providers themselves. I would say we maintain excellent relations
with our external collection partners and together we discus all
customers’ complains”, explains Borislav Borisov.

If Telenor’s clients fail to pay on time, they are warned with
automatic messages and SMS. In the next step we reduce
some of the services and we send letters. If debtors haven’t
still paid, Telenor assigns them to external collectors. In the
first quarter of 2015 the mobile provider worked with six debt
collection companies. The goal is more competition between
collection companies, which is a factor for better collection
performance. Within a very competitive market each collector

Telenor clearly benefits from its strategy for receivables
management. The mobile operator was able to improve
revenue collection and reduce direct operational costs, which
in the end contributes to rise in the revenue from the core
activity in 2014 and to increase the company's profitability,
as measured by the rate of operating profit (see chart). This
helped Telenor secure growth in profit while its total revenue
dropped – the only telecom to achieve it.

Borislav Borisov,
Head of Revenue division at Telenor Bulgaria:

„Debt collectors improve our clients’ financial culture ”

C

ollection agencies are our best
choice for a partnership in collecting
receivables in order not to let
small debts grow into large ones at
the court. They increase the financial
culture of clients that have turned to be
bad debtors. When we outsource debts
to external collection companies, we do
not write them off or consider them nonperforming. This is proved by the high
collection performance of companies we
work with. At the moment Telenor works

with six debt collection companies that
have extensive experience in the area
of receivables management and have
demonstrated high results in their longterm practice. Main criteria for selection
and allocation of cases with defaulted debt
are good results, positive reputation and
good practices. We also set very stringent
procedures at our tenders for assigning
debts packages and receivables portfolios.
Thus we guarantee equal access to all
external debt collection providers.
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Lifestyle

Healthy and delicious places
to eat in Sofia II

D

elicious, healthy and organic food. More and more entrepreneurs focus their energy and efforts
in producing and distributing it in order to answer the increasing demand. We are introducing you
verified places in and around Sofia.

“Sun & Moon” –
oasis for the fans of slow feeding
o you remember the unique taste and aroma of the freshly
baked bread from your childhood? Bread implicated by
the human hand slowly, patiently, with love. If you can’t
recall it, you can remind yourself in the “Sun & Moon” bakery.
This is not just a bakery, but rather a concept and philosophic
system for a healthy life. The “Sun & Moon” is an oasis in
the noisy and hectic city, offering a bakery, restaurant, shop
and workshop on three different spots in Sofia. Every day the
"Sun & Moon" bakeries prepare over 15 types of bread made
by fresh flour produced on a stone mill and obtained by
high quality and ancient varieties of cereals such as spelled,
rye, and more. The bakeries do not use artificial ingredients,
but leaven. The "Sun & Moon" prepares also healthy sweets
made by whole wheat flour, sweetened only with brown sugar,
honey, agave, stevia or maple syrup. They offer a wide variety
of vegan, raw and gluten-free desserts. One can experiment
with quality local, organic and bio products in the bakery’s
restaurant. The "Sun & Moon" is a bright example that while the
world is flooded by fast-food chains the slow food movement
is attracting a lot of fans too.

D
“Elata” eco-farm – in the name of children and
natural environment
f you want to taste real and delicious milk from the unique
Rhodopa cows, you don’t need to travel to Rhodopa Mountain.
One young and enterprising Bulgarian family – Rosen, Vesi
and their son Spartacus have been developing a farm near
the Plana village, just 25 km away from Sofia. The farm also
ensures life and protection for the rare local Bulgarian breed
Karakachan, sheep whose milk is very delicious. The family
farm’s home-made products are being offered every Saturday
morning at the open market next to the Roman wall, close to
the University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy
(UACEG). Home deliveries are also being made, but only when
products are preordered. “Elata” eco-farm allows everyone to
remind themselves what the taste of real yogurt, cheese, butter
and meat is and to check the traditional way these products
were produced centuries ago. In summer animals are feed at
the mountainous ecologically clean lawns, rich in herbs and
aromatic grass. In winter they are being served hay. The cows
and sheep are treated with herbs and homeopathic drugs and
are subject to obligatory annual blood tests. The farm constantly
broadens its product range with delicious and organic homemade products. A man can buy there yogurt with honey, herbs
or fruits, ecologically clean jams from natural fruits, different
types of organic bread with leaven, nectars, fruit wines, eggs
and others. The doors of the farm are opened for everyone
who would like to be closer to the surrounding nature and the
traditional life of our ancestors.
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